
Instagram has launched new features for Australians across the country to celebrate the LGBTQ+ community. In 
partnership with Mardi Gras, Instagram’s “Rising Heroes” campaign spotlights the new generation of LGBTQ+ creators 
and showcases queer expression and connection with a suite of new Mardi Gras features.
 
Instagram is championing queer expression with the return of rainbow hashtags, transforming over 60 hashtags into colorful 
beacons throughout your feed. These featured hashtags were identified in partnership with Mardi Gras and Black Rainbow to include 
#MardiGras2021 #WeRiseFor #IndigenousQueer and many more. Use one of these hashtags in your Stories, or post one of our 
featured Pride stickers, to activate a rainbow story ring. These products are live now for our Australian community throughout Mardi 
Gras.
 
Although celebrating Mardi Gras together in-person may be more challenging this year, Instagram is launching a new feature to bring 
the community together on Parade night. On Saturday 6 March, all Instagram Stories that share a LGBTQ+ hashtag or feature a 
Pride sticker will feature in a special collective ‘Mardi Gras’ story that will sit at the top of your stories tray. This unique feature will help 
you connect and celebrate with the friends, family, and creators you follow this Mardi Gras.
 
Keeping your social media a safe and positive place is always important, and we’ve partnered with Black Rainbow, Trans Pride 
Australia, ACON, Twenty10 and Minus18 to create a new Safe and Strong guide. Featuring tips on safety tools, advice from experts, 
and inspiration from your favorite queer creators, this LGBTQ+ Guide To Facebook and Instagram launches today online for everyone 
to download here.
 
We’re also celebrating with rainbow hashtags on Facebook when you use #SydneyMardiGras, #MardiGras2021, #MardiGras and 
#WeRiseFor in a post. On Messenger, you can transform your conversation into a Mardi Gras celebration with our rainbow Pride 
theme.
 
“While this year’s Mardi Gras may look a little different, it’s never been more important to support and celebrate the LGBTQ+ 
community around Australia. The new features we’re launching today are designed to help Australians come together, express 
themselves, and share the Mardi Gras spirit wherever they are,” said Zaac d’Almeida, Strategic Partnership Manager for Instagram 
Australia. “While our community sparkles and shines across Instagram, we’re committed to their safety and we are honoured to 
partner with five of Australia’s top LGBTQ+ organizations to share the new ‘Safe and Strong’ Guide for 2021.”
 
“LGBTQI+ Australians use Facebook and Instagram every day to express themselves, share their experiences and create communities 
of support. It is wonderful to see Facebook and Instagram continuing to provide new features that promote diversity and allow our 
community to connect,” said Albert Kruger, CEO, Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras.
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